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Prefatory Note

I have drawn freely from the verbal ancl written contributions by several members

of the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer(AVHRR) Pathfinder Calibration
Working Group in theþrepãration of this report on the in-orbit degradation of the visible
and nea-r-infrared chanñeli of the AVHRR on boarcl the NOAA-9 spacecraft, reproducing
verbatim the greater part of the written contributions in the majority of cases, while
exercising somé editorial prerogative in others. The first draft of this report was written in
Novembðr !992, and circulated among the Working Group members for comments and

suggestions. A revised version was þrepared taking into consideration the members'

cdñments, and was sent to the Working Group members for further review in early January
1993. The present version reflects the results of this review to the extent practicable. There
was generâl agreement on the recommendations that have been made to account for the

observed degiadation in the performance of the instrument; however, there was a

clivergence olopinion on the nalure and type of material to be included in the body_of the

repori. While rècognizing this as a healthy sign of the democratic process at work, I have

tai.en the final deðision bn the format and contents of the report in my capacity as the

Chair of the Working Group.

/, R' rvaga,al* fu
C.R. Nagaraja Rao
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DEGRADATION OF THE VISIBLE AND NEAR-INFRARED CHANNEI-S OF THE
ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER ON THE

NOAA.9 SPACECRAFT:
ASSESSMENT AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CORRECTIONS

C.R. Nagaraja Rao (Editor)
NOAA/NESDIS Satellite Research Laborarory

IVashington, D.C. 20233

ABSTRACT

As part of the NOAA/NASA Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
(AVHRR) Pathfinder Calibration Working Group activities, the in-orbit degradation of the
AVHRR visible (channel 1: es0.58-0.68pm) and near-infrared (channel 2: æ0.72-'1..05¡rm)
channels, which do not have any onboard calibration devices, has been determined for the
instrument on the NOAA-9 spacecraft, using the southeastern Libyan desert (21-23"N
latitude; 28-2fE longitude) as a time-invariant calibration target. It was found from a
statistical analysis of the relevant International Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) B3 data
obtained over the calibration target that the gains [counts/(W /of p^sr)] in channels 1 and
2 of this instrument had degraded at thé'rate of 5.9Vo and3.57o per year respectively. To
facilitate the computation of corrected radiances, the variation in time of the "slope" --
defined as the reciprocal of the "gain"-- in the two channels was determined by anchoring
the relative variations of the gain to the "absolute" calibrations based on congruent path
aircraft/satellite measurements made over the White Sands area of New Mexico, U.S.A.,
during October/November 1986. Procedural details for obtaining the correct radiances
from the measured signals in the two AVHRR channels, simple user-friendly formulae, and
a look-up table are given.



1. Introduction

The NOAA/NASA Pathfinder program has for its primary objective the
establishment of accurate, long-term records of environmental parameters that can be used
in climate and global change studies. This task entails the generation of atmospheric and
surface products such as global cloud climatology, land cover, global aerosol burden, sea

surface temperature, etc., that can be used both as diagnostic and prognostic tools in the
simulation and assessment of the impact of anthropogenic and natural phenomena on the
environment. It is also expected, according to the Memorandum of Understanding executed
between NOAA and NASA (1989, 1990), that this program will provide a learning
experience in the application of long-term time series and large volume data sets to climate
and global change research, and will lead to the definition of community-consensus derived
products and to the development of plans to generate and, with user participation, to quality
control and validate the same products. As the name implies, it is hoped that the
Pathfinder program would prepare the scientific community to explore the uncharted areas
of acquisition, storage, analysis, and interpretation of the very large amounts of geophysical
data that will result from the multinational, multidisciplinary missions to study Planet Earth,
such as the Earth Observing System (EOS) and the Advanced Earth Observing System
(ADEOS) planned for coming decades.

It is apparent in this context that the continuous, long-term records of atmospheric
and surface data obtained with the meteorological satellites such as the NOAA Polar-
orbiting, Operational, Environmental Satellite (POES), the Geostationary Operational
Environmental Satellite (GOES), and with the spacecraft flown under the Defense
Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) should form the core of this climate and global
change data base. Thus, separate Pathfinder programs have been established for the
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR), the Tiros Operational Vertical
Sounder (TOVS) suite of measurements, GOES, and the Special Sensor Microwave flmager
(SSM/I) of the DMSP (e.g., Ohring and Dodge, 1993). Initially, the retrospective
recalibration, reprocessing, and reinterpretation of operational products generated using
these data would be confined to the Pathfinder period, 1981-1991.

The utility of the long-term environmental data records assembled under the
Pathfinder programs would essentially be determined by the accuracy and quality (internal
consistency and completeness) of the satellite-derived information. In light of this, and
since satellite radiometers do degrade in orbit, initially because of the outgassing (e.g., of
water vapor from filter interstices) and launch-associated contamirlation (e.g.,rocket exhaust
and outgassing) and subsequently because of continual exposure to the harsh space
environment, it is essential to characterize the in-flight performance of satellite sensors,
especially of those that do not have any on board calibration devices, as for example, the
visible (channel 1: ^,0.58-0.6&m) and the near-infrared (channel2:o0.72-1.05p,m) channels
of the AVHRR. Thus, a concerted effort is presently underway to address and quantify the
in-flight performance of several of these operational radiometers. A g<lod summary of the
various methods presently in use for the post-launch calibration of such sensors is found
in Slater (1988), Abel (1990), and in Teillet and Holben (i993).



In light of the above, an AVHRR Pathfinder Calibration Working Group was
established, as part of the AVHRR Pathfinder program, in early 1991 to (a) address the
degradation of the AVHRR visible and near-infrared channels during the operational life
of the spacecraft; and to (b) develop a consisrent set of in-flight calibration algorithms for
the AVHRR thermal infrared channels centered on a210.&rm (channel4) and 

^¿72pm
(channel 5). The membership of the Working Group is made up of representatives of the
AVHRR Pathfinder Atmosphere, Land, and Ocean Science Working Groups, and other
scientists with interest and experience in the area of calibration, and is listed in Appendix
A.

2. The AVHRR Pathfinder Calibration Activity

At the first meeting of the Working Group, held in March 1991, it was decided that
the post-launch, in-orbit performance of the AVHRRs on NOAA-7, -9, and -11 spacecraft,
the afternoon satellites, would be investigated. This investigation would have for its main
components the following:

a. Determination of the relative trends in the calibration of channels 1 and 2,

using the southeastern Libyan desert as a time invariant calibration target.
The statistical method described in Staylor (1990) would be used. This task
would be performed at the NOAA/NESDIS Satellite Research Laboratory,
Camp Springs, Maryland, in consultation with scientists at NASA Langley
Research Center, Hampton, Virginia. These trends would be compared and
reconciled, to the extent .practicable, with the results for desert targets
obtained by other investigators (e.g., Kaufman and Holben, 1993).

b. Determination of relative trends based on the global International Satellite
Cloud Climatology (ISCCP) data sets assembled at the NASA/GSFC Institute
for Space Studies (GISS), New York. This task would be performed at
NASA/GISS, New York, using the methods described in Brest and Rossow
(1ee2).

c. Absolute calibration using ocean targets. This task would be addressed at
NASA/GSFC, Greenbelt, using the methods described in Kaufman and
Holben (1992), and Vermote et al. (1990, 1992).

d. Anchoring of the relative trends determined in (a) and (b) above to the
absolute calibrations obtained with congruent path aircraft and satellite
measurements performed by NOAA and NASA scientists over the White
Sands Missile Range (WSMR), New Mexico (e.g., Smith et al., 1988). In
addition, the aircraft-based absolute calibrations would also be used as

reference points of comparison for absolute calibrations obtained using
different techniques. An attempt would also be made to reconcile, to the
extent practicable, other post-launch calibrations among themselves and with
the aircraft determinations.

e. Development of an appropriate method to implement calibration of the



thermal infrared channels (channels 4 and 5); as part of this activity,
nonlinearity corrections for these two channels would be developed by a group
of NOAA/NESDIS and University of Miami (Florida) scientists initially.

It was decided at the AVHRR Pathfinder Calibration Working Group meering held
on October 5-6, 1.992, (NOAA Science Center, Camp Springs, Maryland) that two
preliminary reports should be written, one addressing the degradation of the visible ancl
near-infrared channels, and the other the nonlinearity corrections to the thermal infrarecl
channels. Further, these reports would address initially the performance of the AVHRR
on the NOAA-9 spacecraft (launch date: December 72, t9B4) only so that the reprocessing
of the data for thè "bench mark" period, April 1,987 to Novómbei 1988, which falls within
the_effective, operational life of the AVHRR on the NOAA-9 spacecraft, could commence
in January 1993. Accordingly, this report describes the work on the characterization of the
in-orbit performance of the visible and near-infrared channels of the AVHRR on board
NOAA-9; a companion report (Ra9,. 1293) describes procedures to implement the
nonlinearity corrections in the thermal infrared channels.

2.1' Relative trend determination using the Libyan clesert target

The choice of the southeastern part of the Libyan desert (21-23"N latitude; zB-Zf E
longitude) as a time-invariant.targ-et was govern-ecl by-the following considerationi lStãyf*1990): long-term stabìlity, high reflectancê combinecJ with low solär zenith angles,'*ríu..
uniformity, low cloudiness and low.precipitation anri sufficienrly large spatial .it"ñt (;aih;
order of a few hundred sqg?,re kilometers). It is assume<i thãt tñe räcliomerer response
degrades in time exponentially. Only thê upwelling radiances confine<l to small saîellite
zenith angles are considered, thereby effectively eliminatin g the azimqth angle depenclency
of the upwelling radiance. Uncler ihese conditions, the eñrpirical bidirectional reflection
model used leads t9 

^t¡_q 
equivalent assumpti.on that the "álbedo" (AVHRR usage; e.g.,

Price, 1,987; Rao, 1287) or the "scaled iadiance" (Brest ancl Ràssow, Iggz)"oi tñé
"reflectance factor" (R?o, I9.y7) has a power law clepen<Jence on a simple functión of the
cosines of the solar and satellite zenith-angles which exhibits reciprocity in the two angular
parameters. An iterative procedure,. consisting of regressions'in succession of (a)" the
reflectance factor on the simple function of cosines of ihe satellite and solar zenith iígf.r,
and (b) <lf the natural logarithm of the ratio <lf the measurecl to the estimatecl reflectincé
factor [from^(a) above] on days from launch, yielcls the apparent clegradation per clay of the
reflectance factor of the desert target, assumed to be time invariani, This is interpier.J ái
the rate of decrease of the gain in units of Counts/[W/(^' p^ sr)] of the instrumenr.
9t^ing this procedure, the degradation rates of channels i 'and 

2 of íhe AVHRRs on rhe
NOAA-7, -9, -1'L-spacecraft have been determined, covering the period July 1981 ió
December 1991 (Rao and Chen, 1993).

Greater details of the statistical method used in the trend analysis and of the
bidirectional reflection model are founcl in Staylor (1990). However, in the present work,
the reflectance data-- essentially the measured ðounts-- were taken fr<lm the É3 data of thó
International Satellite cloud climatology Project (lsccP) (e.g., schiffer ancl Rossow, 1gg3),
whereas the NOAA Heat Budget Parãmetei clata (Gruber ãnd Winston, 1978) na'cl treeí
used in the earlier work of Staylor (1990). The entire record of the ISCCp 83 data
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available for any given satellite has been used in the cletermination of the degradation rate'

as it has been observed that statistical techniques such as the above yield reasonable trends

in calibration when it e tengttr of record is õf tne orcler of a few leals (Whitlock ."t ul.'

fgqgl. The effects of variatiõns in atmospheric ozone which absorbs in the Chappuis bands

in channel L, and of water vapor which äbsorbs in channel 2, on the degradation rates are

presently being investigated in terms of model simulations'

The validity of the assumption of the time invariance of the L.ibyln desert target has

often been debateã. Analysis of multi-year SPOT imagery of the r_e^glg.t is.supportive of this

ãsrr-ption (Cosneftoy, Btiottet, and Letoy, 1993; Y"nry et al., 1993). Sto,based on an

;;;ifiïr'of tÈre anisotiópy of suiface refleðtion in the general area of^the Libyan desert,

ô. óutman (personal còmmunication) has shown that, for the range of solar and satellite

,*iitr angtesïsed in the present stud¡ the same bidirectional reflection model can be used

for measùrements made in both channel L and channel 2 in so far as the dependency on

the solar zenith, satellite zenith, and azimuth angles is involved.

2.2 An alternative method of trend analysis using a desert target

Kaufman and Holben (1993) have also recently reported on the degradation of 
.

channels 1 ancl 2 of the AVHRR on NOAA-9 using ihe reflectance measurements made

over four different targets locatecl around (25.5"N, t+"e), (2fN,. lXE),.(zEN' 2fE) and

(iOSÑ,' Z,ee¡ in the" region of the Libyan cJesert. To minimize the effects of the

à.p."¿än." oi th" upwelling radiance on ihe solar zenith angle, and to utilize periods.of

inóidence of low cloudiness ãnd humidity, only reflectance measurements made during the

months of August ancl September 1985,-86, 87, and 88, when the solar zenith anglg Yqrigs
over a moderate range, were utilized to determine the degradation rates by (a) initially

ãetermining the variaiión in time of the apparent reflectance of the targets, assumed to be

ii..-inuariãnt, using the preflight calibration equatioll and (b) subsequently anchoring the

relative variations Io tnê absõlute calibration for 1986 obtained using an ocean target.

AVHRR GAC data have been used in this investigation. Results will be presented and

discussed in Section 3.

2.3 Trend analysis using the ISCCP global clata sets

The ISCCP calibration of the AVHRR (Brest ancl Rosstlw,7992) is performed with

a statistical proceclure using a number of large area ta.rgets which cover significant^portions

ðttn" globe. These targets cover a wide ran[e of brightness values and a variety of spectral

."rponi"s. The wide vãriety of surface-typ.es also ensures that the measurements cover a

i;g; pã.tion of the cìynamic range of the-instrument. A funclamental assumption behind

tniíunutyris is that thõ global agg-regate of regional v.ariations of surface visible reflectance

ano i¡e ôverlying atmoiphere ii"noi changing with time, ancl is not affected.by changes in

the solar zeniih ãngt. associated with the ãrift in the AVHRR. Since a routine calibration

prog.u- for satelliie radiometers did not exist at the start of the ISCCP, the best available

ineínod to monitor calibration was the use of the Earth's surface. Since very accurate data

ãn tn" reflectivity of various surfaces were also sparse, this analysis provides a calibration

relative to a somewhat poorly defined stan<iar<j. The pr<icedure was designed so thatrilhen

better information became aíailable it could easily be applied to the entire data set. Using



data from U2 aircraft calibration flights obtained in October/November 19g6, an absolute
calibration for the ISCCP data set ñas been derivecl.

A key feature of the statistical procedure, such as usecl by ISCCP, is that reliance isplaced on the constancy. of the global ãggl:g:r: of rargets, rathér than on the consta;.t ;ithe surface at any one location-. overã0þ00 map lricl'cells are 6.ã lutrt"rgrrãiiirr.water locations do not provide independent informätiõn) to .rl.lt roi.ãliurutioí.h-g*
Both the statistical variations (means ancl distributions) ôt u ruÇ 

"unrU.r 
of surface ty"p*,

(9) and various-siz!$ eeographical aggregationl Q7 in all), uní.rrung.r in each of the
50 x 50 km'? map grid cells covering tñãwñote gloùe are mónitored. Tñis approach s¡ppliesboth a massive statistical weight 

-ano a sensitiíìty to clifferent Linãr ãi inrtrurnent changes.The former assures that only a change in the initrument would produce a systematic shiftof all the measured quantities, whðreas the latter enables ttre Cetà.iion'of changes ininstrument linearity and spectral response. To date no changes i" rãiirii;al regressioî trrut
would. suggest either linearity changes or spectral response .ñung.r t,ou. t..n noticed. Theresulting calibration measurements represênt the besi gtobar .òtfiprontl*1or à¡ i.rg.¡ tvp"i
and reflectance ranges. By normalizing the entire ISC"CP radianöe àutã t.t to this stanclarcl
and. maintaining constancy over the ry!ó19 time period, the u.ri uppro"irnution ro a uniformradiometric standard that is obtainable is ensuied.

- By combining the results of the ISCCP statistical monitoring of AVHRR calibrationwith the results from occasional aircraft calibration results 1r." i.itiån z.+ U.to*¡, *. .ánobtain an absolute calibration for the entire data set.

2.4 Absolute calibration using .onrrú.n, path aircraft and satellite measurements

Absolute calibrations based on congruent path aircraft and satellite measurements
such as those made over the White Sandã Missiie Range, New lvlexicà, ur. essential asr.eference poìnts for comparison and enhancement of abõoiute calibrations obtained usinsdifferent techniques and for the proper anchoring of the relarive ti.nJr t; ;ü;lt;r;;i;ñ
of the two channels obtained from siatistical techîiques. The t asic aipects of the methocl
are. briefly described h.ere.. 

^Figure 
1 illustrates tné methocl, which ,ir., o sunlit, stable,highly reflective and c-loud-free target as a transfer stanciarcJ between a well calibratecl

spectroradiometer on the aircraft ancl the radiometer on the satellite. The methocì requirei
accurate prediction of the satellite-target viewing geometry, which is neces.sary to enable theaircraft spectroradiometer to be coal-igned wiih"the satéÍtite uie* uectãi cíuring satellitå
overpass. Small corrections must be applied to account for the effects oÌ tne atñrospheiicpath between the aircraft and the sateÎlite, and to account for the diffeience between thefootprints of the two instruments on the target. These corrections, ancl ihe knowleOge åithe spectral response function of a given ciannel of the satellite tu¿i.r*"t"r, allow thecalculation of equivalent sets of radiance values (from the aircraft *.orur.,nents) and countval¡es (from the satellite measurements) that àorrespond to the altitucte of the satelliteradiometer and the field of view of ihe aircraft spectroradiometer. These sets areaugmented in the case of AVHRR by measurements òf tne counts corresponding to theradiance of. space, which is assumed to be zero. A weighteo r"uii iquãrài rit berween the
:qts giyg: the gain (i.e.,. counr outpur divicjed by radiaãce input) iltt .-r..iprocal 

"¡ 
rh;"slope" discussed in Section 3-- of the satellite raclio.eter's chainél as the slope of tf,"Urit-

I

lj



fit straight line.

The atmospheric correction is minimizecl by o.perating the U-2 aircraft in the

stratosphere, so ìhat necessary corrections are úmitecl to stratospheric aerosol and

iiiãtorþi,.rió ozone. In this caie the atmospheric correction for reasonable observation

;;;;it is calculated to be less than 3ok fôr channel 1 of AVHRR (and is smaller for

õ¡annet 2¡. The corrections may be calculated to aclequate accuracy, in the absence of

recent additions of aerosols of îolcanic origin, by adoþting climatological averages for

ii.rtorptr.ric composition, and calculating thð correction with the LOWTRAN-7 computer

code. The aircraft spectróradiometer coliects data for a.period of approximately 3 
^minutes'

Satellite data encorirpassing the spatial range of the aiicraft data are collected from the

satellite radiometãr ?or ufproximàtely 5 sãconds in the middle of this period, and the

method assumes that the tw'o Oata sets correspond to identical states of scene structure and

illumination. It is also assumed that the spectral response functions of AVHRR channels

have not changed since being measured befot" launch, and all observed changes in

AVHRR respo-nse in orbit cin be attributed to changes in gain.. Greater details on

instrumentation, data acquisition, ancl footprint correctiol are found in Smith et al. (1988).

2.5 Absolute calibration using ocean targets

This effort has two major components: (a) derivation of the degradation rate for

channel L by comparing the measured reflectance factor over ocean targets in the off-glint

;.Ài", with" the cirpít.O reflectance factor in a representative model of a cloud-free,

.i|ui iro* turbictity) åtmosphere, and (b) intercalibratjon between channels 1 and 2, using

measurements in íúe highly reflective òunglint region, An ocean target is chosen because

ãt-tt á relarive rigor wiih *t i.tr radiative ïransfei in a cloud-free atmosphere bound by a

wind-disturbed sãa surface can be computecl, especially under clear conditions when most

of tfr. upwelling radiance is due to moleculai scattering. The. present technique is. a

refinemeit of tñe earlier work of Kaufman and Holben (1993), the refinement being the

inclusion of radiances measured in channel 2 to get better estimates of the aerosol optical

it i.Lnær to be inciuded in the racliative transfeicomputations; thus, only the aerosol size

distribution function and the refractive incJex of the aerosol material have to be assumed

in the present technique. Gaseous absorption is properly taken. into account, and the

i p*åifii,g radiance, or'equivalently, the reflectance factor or albedo is modelled.

The reflectance factor <¡r albeclo is also calculated from the measured counts, the

offset, and preflight calibration coefficients. The slope of the linear regression between the

,-n.ãrú..¿ icalcflated) and the modelled refleciance factors .yields the d_egradation

.oàiti.irnt às definecl ín Holben et al. (1990). Preliminary results indicate that this method

could generate a much more stable çn 1im.e) record of calibration than the earlier ocean

t*fr"iq". (Kaufman and Holben, 1993) since the aerosol optical thickness used in the

model 
^simùlations has minimal ambiguity, resulting in a reduction of the absolute bias

introduced by a mean aerosol modefwhich could be very different from the prevalent

conditions. It is é*pected that this technique., when.properly {.u:Lggg{and implemented'

would be able to generare a very good abìolute calibration of AVHRR channels 1 and 2

,inð"1t" techniqu?-is .sr.ntiarri fíee of the aclverse effects of the unknown nature of the

bidirectional reflection properties of the underlying surface.
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3. Results and Discussion

We shall present and discuss in this section AVHRR calibration information derived

from ,,absolute', oi-;oitôLt", "indirect';, and "relative" methods. It has been the usual

.àr""nii* (e.g., Whitlock ót al. 1990; 
'Che 

and-Price.1992) to refer t9 th.e congruent path

áir.ráltliut.ìuî" tecttttique as the "absólute" or "direct" mettrod; methods which depend upon

extensive radiative transfer modelling (surface and overlying atmosphele). qre referred to

as 
,,indirect,,methods; and metho¿r *f;iòtr yi.ld t.ntor degradãtion (rélative) from statistical

ã""rvrã, of tong-teim data as "relative." 
"This conventión is, however, not very rigid; for

ã*àripte, the rãsults obtained from the ocean target technique (Section 2'5) are also

referied to as "absolute" calibrations.

The term "slope" [W/(m'zpm sr ct)] will be..used in this section to indicate the

,..ipro.åt orl guin". t'ttut, inäòuting valueíof "slope" .-the radiance input required to yield

" 
iig"ár òt onõ counr-- in'time indiðate degradariôn of the sensor with time. The greater

puríói ttr. availabie absolute ancl indirect 
"pgst-launch calibration data for channels L and

2 of the AVHRR on NOAA-9 are stà*n iri rigs. 2 and 3. These are similar to Figs. t-U9
2 of Whitlock er ul. (rg90), with the differencã that available data up-to November 1988

have been included. The data from Whitlock et al. (1990) wlich have been r9n1o-{yqe.d i1

Ëigr. ã unO ¡, ur átrt }t" ÑaiaTgSFC ER-2 data, ùere kindly provid..{ þy C.G.Whitlock

ipãironut .ornnruni*ii9;i. The falibration trends identified as "NOAA Libyan desert'¿re

based on the *otü pãrr*med at the NoAA/NESDIS_satellite Research Laboratory (Rao

;lch.;; 1993); tñe ISCCP trend dara for'channel L are drawn from Brest and Rossow

iiîqt tti"-ñísn7cs.¡c aqterr data are from Kaufman and Holben- (1993);andiþ"

usDA ,,slope,, uuìrí"iiFtg à) ur. based on the formulae in che and Price (1992). Th9

USDA data are ;;;"ìpil""tión òr the gains [counts/(W lof-.,:^ sr)] in.channels 1 and 2

based on results ;pil;i by inuestigatois elsewhere,'and'will be referred to as "composite"

data for convenieice; the" data dere grouped into monthly bins; also, when a 
-single

derermination of ;;ñ';;;r"foit.Ototäny ytut, i, Y?l assìgned to the month of July of

th;; t;r. a simfË irgiãsiör relatio¡shiþ was established between the. gain values. and

the elaosed time in months from the date 
^of launch. using the¡e regression relationships,

iil ;I,ö'twä"f ,* ii.ili was calculated as the reciprocal 9f the gain; 9i:lî19:11*"i:
found in öttr ànd'price (oii cit). It should, howeve-r, be noted that some of these regressron

i.r.lø"irripr, *hi.tt ur"'rË. báses for tné data labellecl "uSDA" in Figs. 3 through 5, and

in Table 3, have very low values of the coefficient of determination'

The channel 1 trend determinecl using the Libyan desert 
- 
tlrg-etr and the ISCCP

channel 1 trend have both been anchored to ihe mean value of 0.606 W/(T' p.rn.Sr ct) of

the NOAA U2 absolute calibrations of October/November 1986 (Table 1 below) since they

are based on the largest number of aircraftfsatellite. congruent path me.asurements over a

,rrórt p.rioo of auóuít*o weeks. It should úo*"u"t be méntionéd that the results-reported

in Brest un¿ nãisów Q992) have been anchored to an early version of the mean

iö.sõôzwÀrÈ;ÑltlÌãf iúeaircraft absolute calibrations of october/November 1986.

The ISCCp trenJ ãnolviit for channàl 2 is not presentþ available.- Detailed descriptions

of the techniques !|¡;by"¿ to obtain the sl<lpe values iabelled as NASA Sonora desert,



NASA LåRC WSMR, Scripps, Georgia Tech, and University of Arizona are found in the
literature cited in Whitlock er al. (1990).

Table 1. Slope tW/(m' ¡rm sr ct)l values from congruent path aircraft/satellite
measurements (C.H. Whitlock, personal communication)

====================================
Days from Launch Platform SIope

Channel 1 Channel 2

FI

257 (Aug 85)
681 (Oct 86)
682 (Oct 86)
693 (Nov 86)
1154 (Feb 88)
1430 (Nov 88)

NOAA U2
tt

tt

t,

t,

NASA/GSFC ER-2

0521 0.36
0.600 0.41
0.622 0.41
0.597 0.40
0.654 0.42
0.660 0.4r

====================================

Note: The November 1"988 measurement falls towards the end of
the period of interest.

Pre-launch calibration of the two channels;. performed in February 1980, yields values of
0.5249 w/(-' pm sr ct) for channel 1 and o.¡sts w/(rn' /rm sr .t) for chánnel 2.

A subset of the data displayed in Fig.2 for channel 1 is shown in Fig. 4, along with
the ''slope" values for channel 1 based on the USDA composite data (Che añrl Price, lggZ);
similarly, a subset of the data displayed in Fig. 3 for channel 2 is shown in Fig. 5. These
are essentially data that cover the entire, effective operational life of the sensor, and have
been compared in some detail later in this section. The uncertainties (see Table 2)
furnished by the various authors have not been shown in Figs. 2 through 5 mainly to
maintain clarity, and also because of the lack of uniformity in the definitioñ of uncertâinty
adopted by the various authors (c.H. whitlock, personal communication).

Pertinent features of the data displayed in Figs. 2 through 5 are:

(a) the scatter in the results of the various "absolute" (or "direct") and indirect
methods of post-launch calibration (Figs. 2 and 3);

(b) the NOAA, ISCCP, and the USDA slopes are within +57o ol one another for
channel 1; the desert calibration of Kaufman and Holben (1992) gives uniformly
larger values of "slope" for both channels than most of the others over the greater
part of the period 1985-88 (Figs. 4 and 5);

(c) the NOAA and ISCCP trends, when anchored to the mean value of the
October/November 1986 Uz-based absolute calibrations, are such that the NOAA

10
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Degradation of AVHRR channel 1; the increasing values of "slope"
(thé ordinate) indicate the degradation of the instrument ( af!91 Brest
ancl Rossow, 1992; Rao and Chen, 1993; Whitlock et al., 1990).
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for Figure 2; the USDA results (Che and Price, 1992) have also been
included.
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Selected data from Figure 2; in addition, the USDA results (Che and Price,
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rrend passes closer to the Febmary 1988 absolute calibration than the ISCCP trend,
whereãs the latter is closer to the absolute calibration of November 1988 (Fig. a);

(d) the very low rate of degradation predicted by the USDA composite data
technique for channel2 compared to either the NOAA trend analysis or the
NASA/GSFC desert calibration technique; and the NASA/GSFC calibration results
being almost uniformly larger than the NOAA trend analysis results over the entire
record (Fig. 5).

These features of the available information on AVHRR degradation, along with the
"uncertainties" reported by various authors (Table 2), should be weighed while making
recommendations to the user iommunity on corrections to be made to AVHRR channel
L and 2 data. It should, however, be noted that any comparison of the trends given by the
NOAA Libyan desert, ISCCP, NASA/GSFC desert, and the USDA techniques must take
into consideration the fact that the NASA/GSFC desert trends have been anchored to an
absolute value of slope different from the one to which the NOAA and ISCCP trends have
been, and that the USDA trend is based on a simple regression of composite ["direct" and
"indirect"] gain values on elapsed time.

Table 2. Estimated uncertainties in the slopes

= r = =(S I: Yi'lïI I :Y:'lï: 1T =': T "l 
oii' 

J i:":i ïiï: T'ii"i I = = = = =
Method Uncertainty(7o)

Channel 1 Channel 2

NOAA/NESDIS U-2
Univ. A¡izona (Indirect)
NASA LaRC (Indirect)
Scripps (Indirect)
NASA/GSFC (Indirect)
NOAA: Libyan Desert (Relative)
ISCCP (Relative)

t5
+1
+$
t5
+ 2(+ U2 error)

+5
f\_J

+1
+$
+5

Note 1..

Note 2.

According to C.G. Whitlock (personal communication), the uncertainty values
were furnished by the various investigators and are the same for the two
channels; the descriptive terms within parentheses are taken from
Whitlock et al. (1990).

Descriptions of the methods used to derive the calibrations labelled "Univ.
Arizona", "NASA LaRC", and "Scripps" are found in references cited in
Whitlock et al. (1990)

Thus, to bring out more clearly the similarity, or lack of it, among the trends shown
in Figs.4 and 5, we have shown in Fig.6 the same data normalized to the meanvalue of
the slope in October/November 1986--0.606 tw/(m'pm sr ct)l for channel 1 and 0.407
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tw/(m' pm sr ct)l for channel 2. It is obvious that the renormalized degradations are
within about 3Vo of one another for channel 1; in the case of channel 2, the two desert
techniques (Rao and Chen, 1993; Kaufman anci Holben, 1993) yield results that are very
close to each other, while the USDA values yield a lower rate of degradation overall.

The "slopes" for the two channels corresponding to the mid-point of each month are
shown in Table 3. The "ISCCP" values were inferrecJ from the entries in Table 5 of Brest
and Rossow (1992) and have been renormalized, as mentioned earlier, to a value of 0.606

tW/(nf pm sr ct)l which is the mean of the NOAA U2 absolute calibrations for
October/November 1986. The "slope" values labelled "NOAA" are based on the trend
analysis using the Libyan desert target (Rao and Chen, 1993); the "USDA" and "NASA"
values are based on the formulae given in Table 4 of Che and Price (1992) and Kaufman
and Holben (1993) respectively.

It is obvious from the data shown in Figs. 2 through 6 that "direct" calibrations based
on congruent radiance measurements from aircraft and satellites have been very infrequent,
mainly because of the cost of such missions, and the attendant logistical difficulties, indirect
calibrations such as those based on comparison between model simulations and satellite
measurements, and on transfer of calibration between a calibratecl satellite radiometer and
the AVHRR are clustered and not evenly distributed over the length of record. Thus the
user community will have to rely on calibration trends determined from statistical trend
analyses which have been anchored to the best available absolute calibration, and perhaps
to trends calculated from composite data (e.g., Whitlock et al., 1990; Che and Price, 1992)
in order to correct for sensor degradation in the retrospective processing of AVHRR data.

There is room for improvement of the various techniques we have described so far
for trend analysis and absolute calibrations. The ISCCP trend analysis is based on a global
reflectance data set comprising a wide spectrum of surface reflectance values, and a
manifold of surface types observed under a variety of illumination and observation
geometries. As mentioned earlier, the calibration trend determination is based on the
assumption of the constancy of the global aggregate of targets, and not on the constancy of
any particular target. In addition, the bidirectional surface reflection models used in the
study are presently being improved, and these improvements may also influence the derived
degradation rates. Similarly, the global applicability of the trend analysis based on the use
of the Libyan desert as a time-invariant target may be questioned as it is based on
measurements made over a highly reflecting target illuminated by high to moderate sun,
thereby confining the analysis to a finite segment of the clynamic range of the instrument.
However, Staylor (1990), while discussing the degradation rate for channel 1, has notecJ that
"An analysis of the combined <Jata from 3f N t<l 3f S, which inclucles half of the Earth's
surface and many scene types, found that its degradation rates were essentially same as
those for the Libyan desert suggesting the rates apply to all scene types."

The absolute calibrations based on congruent measurements frclm aircraft and
satellite put stringent requirements on navigation ancl alignment of the two measurements,
especially in view of the highly variegated nature of terrain features, and surface layer
meteorology over the White Sands Missile Range area (C.G. Whitlock, personal
communication). The absolute calibrations based on a comparison of model simulations
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Table 3. Slopes (VV.nit ¡im1. sf1. cf1¡ for channels 1 and 2 of the AVHRR on NOM-9

Channel 1*t.
from

launch

2115185

3/1 5/8s
4l15l8s
5/1 5/85
6/1 s/8s
7115185

8/1 5/8s
9/1 s/85
1 0/1 s/85
1 1/15/8s
1211s185

1/15/86
2115186

3/1 s/86
4115186

5/1 5/86
6/1 5/86
7115186

8/1 5/86
9/15/86
1 0/1 5/86
1 1/15/86
12115186

1115187

2115187

311sl87
4115187

5115187

6l1sl87
7115187

8115187

9l1sl87
10115187

11hsl87
12115187

1/1 5/88
211sl88
3/1 5/88
4115187

5/1 s/88
6/1 5/88
7l15le8
8/1 5/88
s/1 s/88
1 0/1 5/88
1 1/15/88

NOAA 1,2: Slopes for channels 1 and 2 calculated using the Libyan desert target
from Rao & Chen (1993)

NASA 1,2: Slopes for channels 1 and2 from Kaufman & Holben (1993)

USDA 1,2: Slopes for channels 1 and 2 from Che & Price (1992)
ISCCP 1: Slope for channel 1 f rom Brest & Rossow (1992) after renormalizat¡on

NOAA

0.5465
0.5490
0.5519
0.5546
0.5575
0.s603
0.5631
0.5660
0.s689
0.5718
0.5746
0.s776
0.5806
0.5833
0.s863
0.5892
0.5923
0.5952
0.s983
0.6014
0.6044
0.6075
0.6105
0.6136
0.6168
0.6197
0.6229
0.6260
0.6292
0.6323
0.63s6
0.6389
0.6421
0.64s4
0.6486
0.6519
0.6553
0.6584
0.6618
0.6651

0.6686
0.6719
0.6754
0.6788
0.6822
0.6857

ISCCP

65

93
124

154

185
215
246
277

307
338

368

399
430

458
489
s19
550
580
611

642
672
703
733
764
795

823
8s4
884
915

945

976

1 007

1 037

1068

1098
1 129

1 160
1 189

1220
1 250

1 281

1311

1342
't373

1 403

1434

0.5635 0.5810 0.5753
0.5657 0.5836 0.s774
0.5674 0.5863 0.5796
0,5697 0.5889 0.5817
0.5719 0.s916 0.5839
0.s737 0.5944 0.5861

0.5759 0.s971 0.5883
0.5782 0.5999 0.s906
0,5799 0.6027 0.5928
0.5821 0.60ss 0.5951

0.5844 0.6083 0.5974
0.5866 0.6112 0.5997
0.5883 0.6141 0.6020
0.s906 0.6170 0.6043
0.5928 0.6200 0.6067
0.5951 0.6230 0,6090
0.s973 0.6260 0.61 14

0.5990 0,6290 0,6138
0.6013 0.6321 0.6163
0.6035 0.6352 0.6187
0.6058 0.6383 0.6212
0.6080 0.641s 0.6237
0.6103 0.6447 0.6262
0.612s 0.6479 0.6287
0.6148 0.6512 0.6313
0.6170 0.6545 0.6338
0.6193 0.6578 0.6364
0.621s 0.6612 0.6391
0.6238 0.6646 0.6417
0.6261 0.6680 0.6443
0.6284 0.6714 0.6470
0.6306 0.67s0 0,6497
0.6329 0.6785 0.6524
0.6351 0.6821 0.6552
0.6374 0.68s7 0.6580
0.6396 0.6893 0.6608
0.6419 0.6930 0.6636
0.6441 0.6968 0.6664
0.6464 0.7005 0.6693
0.6486 0.7043 0.6722
0.6514 0.7082 0.6751

0.6536 0.7121 0.6780
0.65s9 0.7160 0.6810
0.6581 0.7200 0.6840
0.6605 0.7240 0.6870
0.6633 0.7281 0.6900

0.3832 0.4175 0.4156
0.3842 0.4185 0.4159
0.3854 0,41 96 0.41 63
0.3865 0.4207 0.4167
0.3877 0.4217 0.4171
0.3888 0.4228 0.4174
0.3900 0.4239 0.4178
0.3912 0.42s0 0.4182
0.3924 0.4260 0.4186
0.3936 0.4271 0.4190
0.3947 0.4282 0.4193
0.39s9 0.4293 0.4197
0.3971 0.4305 0.4201
0.3982 0.4316 0.4205
0.3994 0.4327 0.4209
0.4006 0.4338 0.4213
0.4018 0.4350 0.4216
0.4030 0.4361 0.4220
0.4042 04373 0A224
0.40ss 0.4384 0.4228
0.4067 0.4396 0.4232
0.4079 0.4407 0.4236
0.4091 0.4419 0.4240
0.4103 0.4431 0.4244
0.4116 0.4443 0.4247
0.4127 0.4455 0.4251
0.4140 0.4467 0.4255
0.4152 0.4479 0.42s9
0.4165 0.4491 0.4263
0.4177 0.4503 0.4267
0.4190 0.4515 0.4271
0.4202 0A527 0.4275
0.4215 0.4540 0,4279
0.4228 0.4s52 0.4283
0.4240 0.4565 0.4287
0.4253 0.4577 0.4291
0.4266 0.4590 0.4295
0.4278 0.4603 0.4299
0.4291 0.461s 0.4303
0.4304 0.4628 0.4307
0.4317 0,4641 0.4311
0.4329 0.4654 0.4315
0.4343 0.4667 0.4319
0.4356 0.4680 0.4323
0.4369 0.4694 0.4327
0.4382 0.4707 0.4331
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with satellite measurements over ocean targets impose input data requirements which
cannot always be met with reasonable effort.

Before we conclude this section, we would like to show some very preliminary
resulrs (Figure 7) obtained for the degradation of channel 1 of the AVHRR on NOAA-9
spacecraft-using the ocean target technique (Section.2.4). Measurements made over the
Indian Ocean õff northwestern Australia were usecl in this study; and the regression line
yields the rate of degradation of channel 1 during 1988; the observed rate of degradation
ôf.* q.57o per year is lower than the value of.*5.9Vo obtained with the trend analysis using

desert targets.

O Avsrags on lour succsssivs values

+ obtained lor a 9 day perlod composits
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Desradation of AVHRR channel 1' during 1988.
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Figure 7.
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4. Recommendations

The recommendations for applying corrections to the racliance measurements made
in channels 1 and 2 of the AVHRR on NOAA-9 spacecraft are based on the following
considerations:

(a) the recommendations should be based on as large a body of data as is
practicable, obtained over a period of time encompassing the greater part of the
effective operational life of the sensor;

(b) the results should yield trends, which when anchored to the absolute U2
calibrations of October/November 1986, will be very close to the absolute U2
calibrations of 1988, after making due allowance for the inherent uncertainties in the
aircraft-based absolute calibrations;

and (c) they should be based on the same technique for both channels 1 and 2.

In light of the above, it is recommended that the slopes based on the NOAA trend analysis
using the Libyan desert target. --entries in the "NOAA" column of Table 3-- be used for both
channels. The user interested in determining the value of the slope corresponding to a date
not listed in Table 3 should use the following formulae:

Channel L:

Slope (days d from launch) = 0.5465 x exp[1.66 x 10-o x (d-65)]

Channel 2:

Slope (days d from launch) = 0.3832 x exp[0.98 x 10'o x (cl-65)]

Linear interpolation between the entries in the "NOAA" column of Table 3 can also be
used without serious error.

The slope values thus determined will yield the radiance when multiplied by

[C.,0 - Co] where Ço and Co are the measured counts (10-bit scale) and "offset" respectively.
It has been the practice to use the deep space counts for the offset C"; the published values
for Co show some spread, ranging from 36.2 to 38 for channel 1 and from 39 to 40.3 for
channel 2. The pre-launch calibration equations yield values of 36.2 for channel 1 and 36.1

for channel2.ln view of this spread in the values, it is recommended that offset values of
37 counts be used for channel 1 and of 39.6 be used for channel 2.
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5. Strategy for Future Work

The AVHRR Pathfinder Calibration Working Group recognizes that any calibration
method that would provide a uniform calibration over the entire record should have three
components: (a) an absolute anchor at as many points in the record as is practicable, (b)
statistical trend analyses that would maintain a continuous record between the anchor
points, and (c) a procedure to normalize the calibrations of the different AVHRRs to a

ðommon base. The anchor points should generally be based on congruent aircraft and
satellite measurements over well-characterized target sites. These should also be
supplemented by other "absolute" calibrations obtained from different methods such as the
ocèãn target technique (e.g., Mitchell et aL.1992; Vermote et al., 1990; also Abel 1990) to
serve as intermediate references in view of the practical considerations of cost and logistics
that would limit the frequency of congruent path aircraft and satellite measurements even
in the best of times!

Using the above as guidelines, any strategy for future work should address two
important aspects of post-launch calibration; these are (a) an examination of the data and
results of the various methods to derive gain and intercept in orbit, and (b) the application
of physically reasonable constraints to long-term time series of the Pllsical proper.ties. of
the Earth-Atmosphere system derived from AVHRR measurements. Iterative application
of these two procedures may be necessary to obtain a reasonable estimate of the in-orbit
performance of the AVHRR. Thus, issues like the error budgets of various calibration
iechniques, the minimum length of record for statistical trend analysis, and generation of
application-orientecl calibration information, such as the ratio of the slopes of the two
channels required in the cletermination of normalized vegetation indices should be
addressed. An estimate of the physically reasonable natural variabilities of the AVHRR-
based environmental products should be furnished by the various AVHRR Pathfinder
Science Working Groups so that temporal variations in AVHRR response can be properly
isolated. The utility of high clouds as calibration targets to obtain the ratio of calibration
changes in channels L and 2 should be further explored, bearing in mind that the reflectivity
of such high clouds is not very much affected by the effects of water vapor absorption in
the overlying atmosphere, and is almost the same in the two channels; however, the effect
of variationi in atmospheric ozone in the Chappuis bands on the radiances measured in
channel L should be properly accounted for.

The sense of the working group is that the "calibration" information given to the user

should consist ol but should not be limited to, (a) absolute calibrations, (b) simple user-
frienclly formulae for computation of relative tren<Js over the life of a given sensor, (c)

deep space (or offset) counts or intercept information, and (d) ratio of the degradation of
the two channels.

The successful implementation of the above strategy for future work in sensor
calibration will be depenclent upon the assured, long-term commitment of financial and
personnel resources by agencies like NOAA and NASA.
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APPENDIX A: The AVHRR Pathfinder Calibration Working Group

The membership of the AVHRR Pathfinder Calibration Working Group is listed below:

Chair:
Members:

C.R. Nagaraja Rao
Peter Abel
Christopher Brest
Robert Cess
Robert Evans
Garik Gutman
Yoram Kaufman
William Rossow
Frank Staylor
Michael Weinreb

NOAA/NESDIS
NASA/GSFC
Hughes STX
SUNY, Stony Brook, NY
University of Miami, Miami
NOAA/NESDIS
NASA/GSFC
NASA/GSFC/GISS
NASA/LaRC
NOAA/NESDIS
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NOAA SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS
'l.hc Nutir¡nul Oceutit: cmtl Atmospheric Ad¡ninistrulio¡t was established as part of the Departrnent of

Conrrrrercc on October 3, 1970. The missiolt responsibilities of NOAA are to assess the socioeconomic

irnpact of natural and technological changes in the environment and to monitor and predict the state of the

solicl Earth, the oceans ancl their living resorìrces, the atrnosphere, and the space environment of'the Earth.

Thc nrajor cotnponents of NOAA regularly produce various types of scientific and technical inforrna-

tion in thc following kinds of publications:

PROFUSSIONAI- PAPERS - hnportant tlef initive
rescarch results, major techniques, and special
investigations.

CONTIìACT AND GRANT REPORTS - Reports
prepared by contractors or gr¿ìntees under NOAA
sponsorship.

ATLAS - Presentation of analyz.ecl data generally
in the lonn of maps showing distribution of rain-
fall, chemical and physical conditions of oceans

and atmosphere, distribution of'fishes and marine
mammals. ionospheric conditions, etc.

TECHNICAL SERVICE PUBLICATIONS - RE-

ports containing data, observations, instructions,
etc. A partial listing includes data serials; predic-
tion and outlook periodicals; technical manuals,
training pâpers, planning reports, and information
serials; and miscellaneous technical publications.

TECHNICAL REPORTS - Journal quality with
extensive details, mathematical developments, or
data listings.

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUMS - Reports of
preliniinary, partial, or negative research or tech-

nology results, interim instructions, and the like.
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